
AKIBUR RAHMAN 
Email: akib3366@gmail.com 

Mobile: 01754103799 
GitHub: https://github.com/Akibur 

 
SKILLS 

-Front End- HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Bootstrap, Tailwind, React, Redux. 
-Back End- Nodejs, ExpressJS, Firebase. 
-Database- MongoDB, MySQL. 
-Version Control- Git, GitHub 
-Tools - Trello, AdobeXD, VS code. 
-Currently Learning- Clean code principles, unit testing. 
-Familiar with- MVC, OOP, Scrum, cPanel, WordPress, WooCommerce, Cloudways. 

EXPERIENCE 

FREELANCE PROJECTS [FEB,2020 - PRESENT] 

ROLE- WEB DEVELOPER 

Worked on multiple WordPress and ecommerce projects for both local and international clients which has 
allowed me to develop an understanding of how software technology is used to solve real life business problems. 
Some of the projects are listed below. 
 

• Beauty Baaz (Live Link) – Built an eCommerce site for beauty products using WooCommerce and 
implemented cloud hosting with CDN on cloud ways. Since launching their website BeautyBaaz no longer 
has to depend on Facebook to take orders and their monthly orders have increased by around 20%. 

• Syful Islam Art (Live Link) – As a leading artist in Bangladesh Mr. Syful wanted a website where he could 
display his work for both admirers and potential customers. 

• New England Trim (Live Link) – New England Trim wanted a good-looking site where they wanted to 
present their best custom design work for their potential customers. 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 

CODING PROBLEMS [ LEETCODE Link | Github link ] 

Solved 100+ coding problems on Leetcode, freecodecamp etc and attended a few online contests. 

RANGER BIKES [FRONTEND - LIVE LINK | GITHUB LINK ]  [BACKEND - LIVE LINK | GITHUB LINK ] 
Developed a platform where customers can view and order custom made bikes and the admin can view and 
manage orders and products. ExpressJs with MVC pattern used on the backend. React and redux-toolkit used on 
the frontend. 
Tech Stack – React, Tailwind, Redux, ExpressJs, Firebase (for AUTH), MongoDb. 
 
BURGER BUILDER [ LIVE LINK | GITHUB LINK ] 
Built web app where users can create a custom burger by adding and removing ingredients and order the burger 
through a checkout page. 
Tech Stack – React, Redux, Firebase. 
 
BOOK WORM [ LIVE LINK | GITHUB LINK ] 
Developed an eCommerce cart where customers can search for products, add them to cart and make orders. 
Tech Stack – React, MaterialUI, Firebase. 
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EDUCATION 

BSC IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, AIUB [2016-2020] 
CGPA: 3.62 

O-LEVELS & A-LEVELS [2012-2015] 

CETIFICATION 

FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPMENT COURSE 

PROGRAMING HERO [2021] 

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

PHYSICALLY-CHALLENGED DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION 

PDF summer challenge, [2013] 
PDF summer challenge was a 2-month long challenge where each team had to raise funds, plan, and execute a 
charity project. Our team raised funds to buy books and school supplies for an entire year for underprivileged 
school students.  
 
VOLUNTEER FOR BANGLADESH 

Tax Awareness Day, [2014] 
Volunteered for tax awareness day where we talked with various businesses about the importance of filing taxes.   
 
CHARITY RIGHT 

Goal Against Hunger Project, [2015] 
Charity Right is an NGO that provides meals for underprivileged school students. Goal against hunger was a 
football tournament that we arranged to raise funds for Charity Right. 
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